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context
In this PowerPoint I have put the names of all 
three of my projects and I have put the digital lit 
stuff for each plus a link so then you can access 
the projects so then you can see the full look of 
my projects.
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1.
First project 
Candy bar wraper 



Why did I chose this one?
- I chose this one because I like how I gave it a 

nice design 
- And also I liked how all the colours came 

together in the end
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Digital tools
✘ The digital tool I used in this assignment was photoshop. I used 

this one because I was able to create a unique design for a 
chocolate bar wrapper, and it wasn’t that hard since all the 
things I needed to make the design were on there. I think that 
this digital tool is very useful because it can help you change
something in any way you want, for example in  a picture if 
you had a pimple you could blur that pimple or something.
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2.
second project 

Economics presentation 



Why did I chose this one 
✘ It has a lot of information that I learned in 

business class in it
✘ It talks about the imapact that covid has on 

unemployment
✘ And I felt like it was a good project since I got a 

high mark on it
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Here is the link to access the PowerPoint
https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/127-

cguise_sd43_bc_ca/Eb62zY4RVhVCuY8VtNzVG4EB7uRuKDSbxmgQQAK9unLEqw?e=4aJmOR
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The link



Digital took
✘ The digital tool I used for this project was PowerPoint. I 

used this tool because it is a good way to make a 
prestation since you just make the slides and add text. I 
use this one for most of my projects because it is a 
simple way to display something that you are wanting 
to talk about. For example: right now I am using 
PowerPoint to make this since all I have to do is add text 
and the all my work will just be there.
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3.
third project

Health lesson 1.4



Why I chose this one
✘ I chose this health lesson because I think that 

knowing how to get help is a good thing to 
know how to do and that if you need it is there 
for you and you don’t have to go through 
things by yourself
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the link
Here is the link on how to access this 

project
https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/127-cguise_sd43_bc_ca/EeKzNquVpClDlieWDgEamksB5R-

mdjyTO78h7HxC0vCN0A?e=6ceniQ
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Digital tool
✘ The digital tool I used for this project was word. I used 

word because it is a good place to write documents 
since it is basically just a place to write. This is one of the 
main digital tools I use wince it is a easy place to write 
all my thoughts on something. I use word fo0r every 
thing that I would need to type something on that is not 
a PowerPoint since it is just so easy and it has options 
that can make your writing interesting
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That’s it, thanks ☺


